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Introduction

Achieving device independence for software applications is required for all but a
small number of critical real time applications. Device independence is achieved
by establishing protocols and building protocol interpreters for the specific
devices. Data structures containing pointers to functions provide a flexible
architecture for implementing protocol translation.

Protocols, Objects and Mac Managers

Protocols are commonly used for network communication, graphic user
interfaces, printer interfaces, and graphic displays. In this usage protocols are
customs or formal specifications for communicating. They use generalization to
establish basic objects, and commands - a language - that can be used to get a
job done in a particular environment.

Objects, their attributes and capabilities are themselves an increasingly popular
paradigm for description and implementation. For example, a stepper motor
controller can be described by its attributes, such as pulses per cm, and
functions, such as move. This specification is encapsulated in the instance
variables and methods associated with a class of objects. The methods define the
operations available on that object and can be said to define the protocol for that
object.

Objects in the Apple Macintosh OS are controlled 'managers' which provide
routines to manipulate a specific set of objects. These managers control sets of
objects, such as windows, resources, fonts, icons, and dialog boxes. The
manager describes the protocol for using that type of object. The managers are
similar conceptually to classes of objects provided in object oriented language
environments.

Survey of techniques for device independence

Device independence has been implemented using a number of different
techniques. The following is a brief discussion of techniques familiar to the
author.

The simplest technique uses a simple logical switch construct. The modules that
actually perform device interface know which device type is currently selected
and switch to execute that piece of code. With this technique, the addition of a
new device requires the modification of all the interface modules.

Virtual graphics input and output devices were defined in a graphics package
which implemented 2-D CORE graphics[l]. The package generated virtual device
commands and placed a sequence of these commands in a display list. Using
this technique insured that the package was device independent. The display list
was passed to a device handler which decoded the virtual device instructions and
translated them into device specific instructions. To interface to a new device, a



new handler was written. This technique added extra overhead in the generation
and decoding of the display list.

As part of their distributions, many packages contain files which contain device
specific information. The package installation is similar to an operating system
generation ( sysgen ) process. The user selects his device from a list, and the
package access the device information and incorporates this into its
configuration. The installation could involve the linking of a code module, the
insertion of a device driver, or copying the file contents to a specified location or a
combination of these actions.

The generation process is often separate from the executable code and thus the
configuration is static i.e. it can't be changed at run time. A separate setup
process is run which configures and loads the package, copying the appropriate
file to the user's hard disk. Some packages do allow configuration changes from
within the program. These changes usually take place when the package is
restarted or the system is rebooted.

Anyone who has installed a PC software package has customized the package to
his particular hardware configuration and is familiar with this process. At a
minimum, this involves the selection of a screen and printer interface. The more
graphics that the package performs, the more difficult it becomes to support
device independence. Supporting graphics for printers can be especially difficult.

Word Perfect is an example of a package which supports many printers, The
package is able to support this large number of printers because it internally
captures the formatting information in a device independent description. This
description is then translated to specific printer commands using a combination
of table look-up and calculation with variable parameters that contain current
setting information such as PTSIZE, or PAPERLENGTH. The calculation is
described using the WP Printer Description Language [2]. The printer
descriptions are located in files which contain printer description language
statements used to generate printer specific commands to produce the desired
output.

A user of Display Integrated Software System and Plotting Language ( DISSPLA,
)[3], a mainframe graphics package, specifies the output device prior to issuing
any graphics commands. If the user specifies the 'COMPRS' device, the package
generates device independent "pen-up" and "pen-down" plot commands. The
commands are placed in a data file called a 'metafile'. The compressed metafile
commands are decompressed and passed through a post-processor which
translates the commands to printer specific instructions. The use of the post-
processor eliminates the need for recompiling and relinking the application when
the output device is changed.
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Device and Interface Managers

A typical system used to perform measurements in the NDA Lab at ANL-West is
shown in figure 1. As can be seen in this figure, there are two types of
communication interfaces, two kinds of multichannel analyzer (MCA) devices and
two kinds of motor controllers. Unless the software is to be extremely
configuration dependent, device and interface independence is required.

MAC

RS232

488

NIM "BIN"

counter

CAMAC "CRATE"

Figure la. NDA measurement configuration
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Figure lb NDA measurement configuration

As Macintosh toolbox software is organized using function 'managers', building
device and interface 'managers' to implement a device independent protocol
seemed appropriate. These managers were required to support multiple objects
such as different types of MCAs, motor controllers, and communication
interfaces. This organization is similar to Mac managers, which are setup to
support the use of multiple objects, e.g. windows.

The definition of device 'managers' provides a useful architecture for
implementing device independence. A device manager consists simply of the
protocol specification and the data structure(s) which contain the pointers to the
appropriate translation routines. A manager is embodied in the initialization
routine InitXXX , where XXX would be MCA, Intf, Mtr etc. Device parameters,
state information and pointers to the translation routines are placed in a data
structure when the Init routine is executed.

The device actions are controlled by routines which implement the protocol
associated with the device manager. Since each device has its own data
structures, multiple types and multiple devices of a particular type are
supported.

Protocols

The protocol definition for specific types of hardware devices not in common use,
such as multichannel analyzers or stepper motor controllers, is not standard. If
software needs to interface to devices which have different command sets yet
perform the same function, a protocol must first be established.
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Some protocols are implemented in dedicated hardware. The Postscript page
description language is an example of a standard protocol that is translated in
dedicated hardware. As another example of protocol translation in hardware are
the graphics terminals being introduced which implement the X windows
protocol. Unless the device implements a 'standard' protocol in its hardware,
code must be generated to translate the device independent protocols to the new
device.

Simple 'protocols' for the MCA devices and communications interfaces were
defined. The names of the interface functions which implement this protocol are
found in the data structures shown in figures 2 and 3.

Structures

The device manager data structures contain pointers to routines that provide the
device specific protocol translation. The use of data structures containing
pointers to functions minimizes the amount of code that needs to be changed,
provides a flexible mechanism for switching to the proper code module, and
provides direct parameter passing.

The structure definition for the communications interface is shown in figure 2.
Note that PFI is: int (*PFI)();
or a Pointer to a Function that returns an Integer.

iolntf:
typedef struct

int
ioType
} iolntf;

ioType:
typedef struct

PFI
PFI
PFI
PFI
} ioType;

refNum; /*
curlO;

ioOpen;
ioSend;
ioGet;
ioClose;

refnum used by the driver */
/* the function pointer structure */

Figure 2 Communications Interface

Nested Structures

Higher level functionality is provided by devices such as the MCA. Its structure
contains the structures required to support the lower level interface(s). The
nesting of the structures provides for construction and maintenance of unique
paths to the device. This provides the flexibility necessary for the software to
adapt to the hardware configuration.
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An example of structure nesting is the calntf interface structure which contains
the iolntf structure. Inclusion of the iolntf structure specifies the I/O interface
path to use; allowing e.g. one interface to use the RS232 port another to use the
488 port. The calntf interface structure is shown in figure 3.

calntf:
typedef struct

inlntf thelO;
ccType
} calntf;

ccType:
typedef struct

PFI
PFI
PFI
PFI
JccType;

curCC;

caOpen;
caln;
caOut;
caRdBlk;

Figure 3 calntf interface structure

The communications structure is included in the structure for the MCA device,
since this device could be accessed through different communication interfaces.
There is an additional complexity in the mcaType structure. Access to one of the
MCA devices is through a CAMAC ( Computer Automated Measurement and
Control - IEEE 583 ) crate controller. The MCA commands must pass through
another layer of interface; the calntf. Selection of the MCA to use determines the
contents of a variant structure. The variant structure references either the iolntf
or the calntf depending on the MCA selected. The MCA device structure is
shown in figure 4.

mcaType:
typedef s

r
t
PFIPFI
PFI
PFI
PFI
int
union

truct

iolntf
calntf

mcaStart;
mcaStop;
mcaClear
mcaGrab; /* read channels in spect. memory */
mcaDtime; /* returns mca dead time */
type

/* struct varies depending on type */
thelO;
theCC;

}mcalntf
} mcaType;

Figure 4 MCA Interface

Structure Initialization
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Since the configuration of the structures takes place in the initialization code,
initlntf, initCamac, and initMCA; these routines would need to be changed
with the addition of new device types. As an example, the pertinent code for
initlntf is shown below.

int initlntKinterface.unit.anIO)
int interface;
char *unit;
iolntf *anIO; /* user passes me the address */

{
int error;

anIO->refNum = -1; /* interface t not ready, */
/* assign the items in the iolntf structure */
switch (interface) {

case INTF488:
anIO->curIO.ioOpon = Open488;
anIO->curIO.ioSend = Send488;
anIO->curIO.ioGet = Get488;
anIO->curIO.ioClose = Close488;
/* open the interface for the caller */
if ((error = (*(anIO->curIO).ioOpenX&(anIO->refNura),unit)) != A_OK) return(error);
break;

case INTF232:
anIO->curIO.ioOpen = Open232;
anIO->curIO.ioSend = Send232;
anIO->curIO.ioGet = Get232;
anIO->curIO.ioClose = Close232;
/* open the interface for the caller */
if ( (error = (*(anIO->curIO).ioOpenX&(anIO->refNum),unit)) != A_OK) return(error);
break;

case INTFnew:
/* insert new interface code here */

default:
return(NOT_OK);

}
return(A_OK);
}

Structure Application

initlntf establishes the elements of a user supplied struct to the correct pointer
to function values for a particular interface. The interface functions are accessed
as elements of the structure.

A typical user call to e.g. read channel counts from the spectrum memory inside
an MCA would be:

error = (*theMCA.mcaGrabXtheMCA.mcaIntf,startChn,endChn,bufptr);.
theMCA is declared as an mcaType structure.
This call can be broken into three components:

structure or path to structure theMCA
routine or function to invoke mcaGrab
arguments passed to the function (theMCA.mcaIntf,startChn,endChn,bufptr)
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This could be replaced with a more straightforward layer of routines. An example
would be:

mca_GraMtheMCA,startChn,endChn,bufptr);

These routines would invoke the pointer to function calls.

The nested structure is passed through to the called routine so that it can access
the proper interface. The user normally does not directly access the IO functions
since the higher level functions perform the necessary IO.

For example, following the calling chain further, mcaGrab might call a CAMAC
interface routine:

error = (*(cp.curCC.caOut)Xcp,n,a,f,data);
where cp is the local variable for the structure element theMCA.mcalntf which
is in this case a calntf structure. Finally caOut would use the current IO
interface to access the crate:

error = (*(cp.thoIO.curIO.ioSend)Xcp.theIO,refNum)count,bbuf);

As another example, for an MCA attached directly to an IO interface, mcaGrab
would call an IO interface routine:

error = (*(theIO.curIO.ioScnd)XrefNum,count,bbuf);

Accessing the internal elements of the nested structures is awkward. However,
once an interface is in place, additional interfaces can use this code as a
template. It is interesting to note that this syntax is not much different from that
of an object oriented language. This would be:

curlO ioSend :refNum.
Or ask the object curlO to perform the ioSend method with the associated
arguments.

Summary

Established protocols provide stable platforms for application software. Graphic
user interface and printer interface protocols enable common applications to be
device independent. I/O associated with less common devices should be treated
in a similar manner.

The protocol definition provides a device independent basis for application
software. Data structures encapsulate device specific and hardware
configuration information. Data structures that are configured at run time to
contain pointers to the device dependent functions provide a flexible and
expandable implementation architecture for protocol translation. The
combination of these two, a device 'manager', provides a useful mechanism for
implementing device independence.
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